We want to help you get on with K2 Five fast
K2 Five is here. It comes with a new process designer. It is revolutionary.
Processes designed in legacy versions of K2 are no longer supported in the K2 Five
Designer and will need to either be recreated or converted to enable editing.

Go Be Great with K2 Five!
PowerToolz Express helps you to convert your K2 4.7 process definitions into the modern K2
Five infinite process designer canvas.
Analyse, Convert, Save and Report on conversion outcomes.
Don’t start from zero. Save time and resources by automating the rebuild of what can be
converted. Create reports and visual place holders for what can’t.

Go to http://www.jeylabs.com/PTE for more information

Regression Testing of your current K2 applications, converted workflows and applications in
development is key to the success of your organisation’s K2 Experience.

Q: Where do I go to download PowerToolz Express?
A: https://www.powertoolz.com.au and fill out the eval request form.
Q: What do I need to do when running the PowerToolz Express installer?
A: When installing PowerToolz Express, always ‘Run As Administrator’
Q: When I download and install PowerToolz Express, what functionality do I get?
A: With the free ‘eval’ licensing, you are able to use the tool for non-production use for a limited time.
In eval mode you can explore your K2 environment and produce individual workflow analysis reports.
The report gives you in-depth advise on what parts of the workflow can be converted and what to do
about the rest. Once you have purchased a license then you can save the converted process so that
you can open it in the K2 Five process designer to modify it and deploy it on your K2 Five server.
Q: Does PowerToolz Express analyse the KPRX and identify the deprecated components?
A: Yes, PowerToolz Express analyses KPRX core and identifies the deprecated components and
reports it within both the analysis report and the conversion report
Q: What happens to activities that cannot be converted?
A: Placeholders are rendered for activities that cannot be converted, allowing you to quickly locate
them and make the appropriate configurations. Further support is presented through a comprehensive
analysis and conversion report to guide you to quickly get your process up and running within K2 Five
Q: How can a developer identify the deprecated components in the converted K2 Five workflow?
A: PowerToolz Express adds placeholder text where deprecated components existed and new
configurations are required
Q: Which SharePoint Wizards do you support?
A: We support all SharePoint wizards supported by K2 Five
Q: Does the conversion process overwrite my legacy KPRX files or deploy them to K2 Five?
A: PowerToolz Express does not overwrite legacy versions of the KPRX file. The tool takes KPRX
files (either created in K2 Studio or deployed from K2 Designer) and converts them to a format which is
saved to the K2 five server thus allowing you to open and edit it with the new K2 five process Designer.
When you are ready, you can deploy the process from the designer to make it become the latest
workflow version

Q: Where can I get support?
A: Go to https://pte.jeylabs.com and create a support ticket. You can register your account for free
using your work email address there.
Q: Which Dynamic CRM Wizards do you support?
A: We support all Dynamic CRM wizards supported by K2 Five
Q: Will PowerToolz Express convert 100% of my processes?
A: PowerToolz Express is designed to give you a terrific head start in your K2 Five upgrade process.
We will never be able to convert 100% of all K2 processes ever created. There are many processes
where we have been able to achieve 100% conversion. Our conversion rate sites at around 80% - 90%
of all processes we have tested.
Q: Which DocuSign Wizards do you support?
A: We support all DocuSign wizards supported by K2 Five
Q: How often do you update PowerToolz Express?
A: PowerToolz Express is updated constantly. We release minor updates every 2-4 weeks and major
updates every 6-8 weeks. The latest version is immediately made available for download and install.
You are encouraged to update the tool as soon as we release an update.
Q: How do I purchase PowerToolz Express?
A: PowerToolz Express is available for purchase under an annual subscription license. This license
gives you unlimited internal use for an annual fee of $4500 USD.
Make your purchase at https://www.powertoolz.com.au
Q: Why should I upgrade to PowerToolz for K2?
A: PowerToolz Express is a workflow converter. It does not provide Test automation or other
numerous nifty capabilities to make your testing, troubleshooting or administration of K2 easy.
PowerToolz for K2 provides three major capability sets. Automated Testing, Administration and
Trouble Shooting features for K2. Go to https://www.powertoolz.com.au for more information.

Q: How can I upgrade to PowerToolz for K2?
A: PowerToolz for K2 is the ultimate tool for accelerating your K2 success. It is available for unlimited
internal use for an annual subscription fee of $7,500 USD. Purchase at https://www.powertoolz.com.au

